
Continuous Controls Monitoring supports attaining Cyber Essentials Plus compliance by ensuring
continual automated, real time visibility into an organisation's entire security posture and promptly flagging

any deviations from mandated security policies & controls, providing attestations of compliance.
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WITH CONTINUOUS CONTROLS
MONITORING

Executive Dashboard Overview for CE+
Our executive dashboards offer a thorough overview of CE+ compliance for
executive-level communication. This ensures the confidence required to
convey the compliance status at the Board Level.

Asset Management and
Cyber Essentials

Asset management, though not explicitly
outlined as a Cyber Essentials control,
plays a pivotal role in fulfilling all five
controls. Hence, it should be regarded as
a fundamental security measure. The QO
Platform monitors all assets in real-time,
maintaining a dynamic asset repository
that enhances visibility across the five
domains.

Monitoring any Policy Documentation for CE+
The platform is capable of monitoring any policies implemented for CE+.

Your organisation may have either a comprehensive business policy for
CE+ or separate policies pertaining to individual controls, all of which can
be monitored within the platform.

Cyber Essentials Plus - Quod Orbis - 
Visit quodorbis.com or email contact@quodorbis.com

https://www.quodorbis.com/
https://www.quodorbis.com/
https://www.quodorbis.com/
https://www.quodorbis.com/continuous-asset-visibility/
https://www.quodorbis.com/continuous-asset-visibility/


Ongoing updates 

24/7 ongoing monitoring of your
platform 

Customisation of reporting
bespoke to you

Fast, flexible, secure data interfacing is only
one way in which the Quod Orbis platform
goes further than ‘out-of- the- box’. Unique to
us, our Service Wrap does all the heavy lifting
in the platform dashboard set up, supporting
connectivity to every required data source
and ongoing maintenance post go live. 
Our service wrap takes care of it all.

Single point of contact with a
dedicated Customer Success
Manager

Ongoing recommendations to
help maximise your use of the
platform 

Agile, flexible & rapid response
from our QO experts. 

quodorbis.com

Get in touch to learn more

The unique Quod Orbis CCM
wrap-around service
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Chat to the team to find out how to achieve CE+ Compliance

2nd & 3rd Floor,

2 Burgon Street,

London, EC4V 5DR

contact @quodorbis.com

Cyber Essentials Controls With CCM

Malware
Monitoring the presence of antivirus
on all devices.
Ensuring devices are updated with the
latest  version.
Overseeing the organisation's  
authorised software policy,
incorporating apps from approved
manufacturers. 

Firewalls
Monitoring all cloud based services
including Azure, AWS, Google Cloud,
IBM.
Monitoring all end point devices -
whether the firewall is enabled
correctly.

Secure Configuration
Monitoring all assets within the
organisation to detect unused
accounts in cloud services.
Real-time identification of
password procedures and
configurations to safeguard
assets and prevent
unauthorised access.

Security Update Management
The platform will oversee regular
updates of third-party apps by the
vendor.
Monitoring the full update status of all
operating systems.
Alerting for vulnerabilities on devices if
they reach a high or critical status and
have exceeded 14 days without
resolution.

User Access
Monitoring privileged access rights
and that all devices have MFA
enabled.
The platform alerts any undeleted, or
disabled accounts for staff who are
no longer with your organisation.
Verifies the implementation of robust
and secure password policy controls.

https://www.quodorbis.com/
https://www.quodorbis.com/continuous-asset-visibility/
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